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About Me
● Grew up in NY, now in PA

● Graduate of Bucknell University (2009), BS Biology 

● Brief foray into graduate studies in biomedical science

● Have worked with MTP for nearly 11 years

● Nearly 10,000 hours of tutoring and course experience



Outline
● A bird’s eye view of the prep process

● Inside the tests

● Logical prep timeline

● Solutions for prep and a special offer at the end!



Be methodical
with your prep

Gain clarity
Reduce stress

Manage expectations



A Bird’s Eye View of the Process

Foundation

Academic history

Diagnostic tests

Select exam, prep option(s)

Establish goals, target test

Preparation

Consistent sessions
emphasizing strategy

Practice with official material

Periodic full-length
practice exams

Evaluate and iterate

Execution

Take test

Analyze results

Adjust plan



Diagnostic Tests
● Expose weaknesses, evidence 

strengths

● Provide reasoning for ACT vs. 
SAT decision

● Can save immense time & effort

● Suggest appropriate prep types 
(tutoring/courses)

● Crucial in establishing goals



Choosing the Right Test

● Concordance tables allow 
meaningful comparisons

● Factors other than raw numbers 
will play in
○ Pace/speed
○ Style
○ Low-hanging 

fruit/greatest potential
○ Schedule



When are the Tests Offered?
SAT

March*

May*

June

August

October*

November

December

ACT

February

April*

June*

July

September

October

December*

*  denotes QAS or TIR month
School day tests may be administered on various other dates



What Do These Tests Measure?
SAT

Reading
-Understanding main idea and author’s intent
-Textual evidence
-Making complex connections between pieces of text
-Inference

Writing & Language
-Standard grammar and structure rules
-Ability to distinguish most effective sentences
-Knowledge of idiom and style

Math
-Algebra (understanding terms, manipulating equations)
-Comprehension of concepts (e.g., slope, linear/exponential 
growth)
-Functions
-Graphs
-Data

ACT

English
-Standard grammar and structure rules
-Ability to distinguish most effective sentences
-Knowledge of idiom and style

Math
-Pre algebra
-Algebra
-Algebra II
-Geometry
-Trigonometry

Reading
-Speed & retention
-Finding detail
-Understanding main idea and author’s intent

Science
-Data interpretation (graphs & tables)
-Inference and connections (pattern recognition)



How Are the Tests Different?
SAT

Do you have great analytical reading 
skills and deeper-than-surface-level 
understanding of math concepts?

Slower-paced

ACT

Have you retained what you learned 
in high school, and can you be quick 

in showing it?

Fast-paced



Predictability
warrants preparation

The exams are standardized: they must 
test the same set of skills in the same 

way on every administration.



Example Questions
SAT ACT



How Are Scores Used in College Admissions?
● As one part of a meaningful whole

● To contextualize your transcript

● To set criteria for scholarships, honors programs, and other perks

● What about “test optional” admissions?



A Logical Prep Timeline
Case Study: Suzie Q. Student

● Takes October diagnostic tests, SAT is right for her: 570 ERW + 550 Math

● Decides a course is best (small difference between ERW & Math, mid-range scores); 
possibly follow up with tutoring

● Target test: March SAT

● Prep window: November–February
○ Course time with instructor
○ Homework in between session
○ Two official practice tests



Intelligent prep...
● is proactive.

● is intense and focused.

● is strategy-oriented.
○ Not just problem review

● is an iterative process stretched over time.



Realistic Goal Setting
● Use the data

● Do NOT use social/sibling comparison

● Realize that the ACT and SAT aren’t “natural”

● Recognize that learning takes time, effort, and repetition



Which type of prep is best?
● Long-form courses
● Short-form review
● Tutoring
● Books/software

What kind of student are you & what did your diagnostics show?

What is your budget?

How much time do you have to dedicate?



Our Options for Levittown Students
● SAT prep course starting on March 21

○ 18 hours 
○ (Monday/Wednesday, 7:30–9:30 PM), 

$350
○ https://www.methodlearning.com/school

/levittown/ to learn more and register!

● Access to Methodize, the most 
up-to-date version of our prep 
platform
○ All Levittown students access Methodize 

through their Castle Learning accounts

https://www.methodlearning.com/school/levittown/
https://www.methodlearning.com/school/levittown/
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Thanks for joining us!

Questions?

evan@methodlearning.com




